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Thank you for your purchase!

Monumental Trap: Atmospheric Construction Kits is a Monumental collection of over 
500 wav files in 15 folders, consisting of 5 completely original, full song construction 

kits.

Monumental Trap: Atmospheric Construction Kits provides you with over 
400 MB of 24 Bit Wav Files at 44.1kHz

Professionally Composed, Mixed, and Mastered at Angel Lofte Studio by
Monumental Audio Composer and professional veteran Mastering Engineer, 

Michael Angel.

Each complete song kit Trap Music EDM Genre Drum Loops and Synth Loops.
BPM ranging from 136 BPM to 140.

*** Audio demo songs are copyright protected, published songs by Michael Angel and may not  
be duplicated, resold, licensed in their present form. Use these construction kits to create your  

own original compositions with your added instrumentation, vocals, VSTi's etc.

Royalty Free License Terms Of Agreement - Summary

For full details, read the full EULA, or End User's License Agreement on the next page. 
Your purchase provides you a Royalty Free License to use these original recording 

compositions in the creation of your own, original songs. This agreement is for the original 
purchaser only, who is free to use these recorded sounds to create their own, new, original 

compositions without any additional licensing fees. Purchase of a license to royalty free use to 
original purchaser does not transfer ownership of these song creations or recordings, which 

remain the property of Michael Angel, Monumental Audio. These recordings may not be used 
on their own, but only in combination with additional, unique musical content created by the 

original purchaser. Files may not be used for the sole purpose of creating a loop, sample-pack, 
construction kit or other similar collection of sounds. This license is extended only to the 

original purchaser and does not extend to any 3rd party. All 3rd party sales strictly prohibited. 
This collection may not be resold or traded under any circumstances.



Monumental Audio

End User License Agreement
This Monumental Audio End User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between 
you, the original purchaser, and Monumental Audio, for the Loop/Sample-Pack/Virtual 
Instrument, or Sound Set Design Element Library (hereafter referred to as "the Library") you 
have licensed.
The Library refers to the downloaded files and that which is made available to the end user 
from their purchase via MonumentalAudio.com and any official distributor thereof.
Copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws 
and treaties protect the Library and it is licensed, not sold. The rights granted here are validated 
by proof of purchase from Monumental Audio or an official dealer/distributor authorized by 
Monumental Audio. All rights not expressly granted to Licensee are reserved by Monumental 
Audio. The Library and recorded material remain the property of Monumental Audio.

1.GRANT OF LICENSE. in consideration of payment of the license fee, which is the 
product purchase price, Monumental Audio ("licensor") grants to you ("Licensee") 
through this EULA the limited, lifetime, non-exclusive world wide right to use the 
sounds that make up the Library in the creation of your own recorded or live 
performance that includes the licensed samples as a part of a derivative musical work 
created by the end-user.
2.COPYRIGHT covers all rights, title, and copyrights in and to the Library (including, 
but not limited to, any images, photographs, graphics, video, audio, music and text 
incorporated into or associated with the Library) and any copies of the Library are 
owned by Monumental Audio unless otherwise stated. Copyright laws and international 
treaty provisions protect the Library. Therefore you must treat the Library like any other 
copyrighted material, except that you may make copies as only provided in this EULA.
3.RESTRICTIONS ON USE.

A.In addition to the terms laid out in Section 1 above and in Section 3 (b) below, 
you are not permitted to:

I.electronically transfer the Library, or make the Library available to 
multiple computers over a network system, unless they are all contained 
within the single physical property of the licensee, the original purchaser;
II.distribute or otherwise make available copies of the Library and/or 
accompanying materials to others;
III.embed the samples in any hardware as a stand alone element without 
additional license from Monumental Audio.



B.The Library samples may not be included, whether unmodified or as a part of a 
derivative work, in any music library or sample library product. Any unlicensed 
usage will be prosecuted to the maximum extend possible by law.
C.You may claim copyright on a derivative musical work created by the licensed 
end user (as outlined in section 1 above); however one or more samples from the 
Library may not be mixed solely with one or more samples from the Library or 
third party sound effects to create a derivative sound effect on which you claim a 
separate copyright (i.e. you cannot make new samples using Monumental Audio 
samples as a foundation and then exploit them as part of a third party sound 
effects library, compilation or otherwise)
D.Sampler presets or similar (including, but not limited to, 'mapping' files, presets 
for sound replacement plugins, sequencers, virtual instruments and samplers) 
designed to be used with the Library samples may not be sold without express 
permission from Monumental Audio.

4.TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS. You shall not assign, rent, lease, sell, sublicense or 
otherwise transfer the Library to another party under any conditions. 

5.TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Monumental Audio may 
terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the terms and conditions of this EULA. 

In such an event, you must destroy all copies of the Library and its component parts.
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